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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2018 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/Images/170128-specification-accredited-a-levelgce-history-a-h505.pdf for full details of the assessment
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment
materials and the June 2018 Examiners’ report or Report
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2019. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 1

Study the four sources and then answer Question 1.
1

Using these four sources in their historical context, assess how far they support the view that Mary
Tudor’s restoration of Catholicism was popular.
[30]

Source A: A Yorkshire priest and supporter of Roman Catholicism comments on religious
developments.
From August 1553 in many places in Yorkshire, priests were very glad to say mass in Latin, according
to the fervent zeal and love they had unto God and his laws. Holy bread and water was given, altars
were rebuilt, pictures and images set up once more. The English service was voluntarily laid aside and
the Latin taken up again, and all without compulsion of any act or law, but merely on the wish of Queen
Mary. And all the old ceremonies were used regularly, once the Lord Cardinal Pole arrived in this realm
in November 1554.
Robert Parkyn, Narrative of the Reformation, 1532–54
Source B: The Imperial ambassador in England writes to King Philip, who was abroad, about
the reactions to the persecution of Protestants.
The people of London are murmuring about the cruel enforcement of the recent Acts of Parliament
against heresy which has now begun, as shown publicly when a certain Rogers was burnt yesterday.
Some of the onlookers wept; others prayed to God to give him strength and patience to bear the pain
and not convert back to Catholicism. The haste with which the bishops have proceeded in this matter
may well cause a revolt. If the people got the upper hand, not only would the cause of religion be again
threatened, but the persons of your Majesty and the Queen might be in peril.
Simon Renard, letter to King Philip, London, February 1555
Source C: The Venetian ambassador gives his opinion on religious developments in England in
Mary’s reign.
Knowing of the divisions among her councilors, the Queen, in order not to be deceived, ordered that
Cardinal Pole should have everything referred to him, since she trusts him and distrusts almost all
the others. The Catholic religion seems daily to increase and take root, through the Queen’s authority
and the Cardinal’s diligence. Monasteries are being built, churches are full, the ancient rites and
ceremonies are again performed. But, except for a few, most pretend to reject Protestantism and on
the first opportunity would return to it. The Queen is greatly grieved by the conspiracies and plots
formed against her daily. When she punishes the ringleaders, she provokes hatred since the offenders
are excused by almost everyone.
Giovanni Michiel, letter to the Senate of Venice, 13 May 1557

3
Source D: A Protestant theologian, and later Bishop, who went into exile during Mary’s reign
but returned to England at the start of Elizabeth’s reign, describes the situation he found to a
fellow Protestant.
Our universities are so depressed and ruined Y106/01
that Jun18
at Oxford there are scarcely two individuals who
think with us, and even they are so dejected and broken in spirit that they can do nothing. Some
despicable friars have reduced the vineyard of the Lord into a wilderness. You would scarcely believe
that so much desolation could have been effected in so short a time.
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John Jewel, letter to Henry Bullinger, 20 March 1559
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Examiner commentary
The response goes straight into the answer without an introduction. It deals with the sources in order and does not attempt to
group them, a clear example that grouping is not required to achieve any level. The response briefly outlines the view of A in relation
to the question before applying contextual knowledge to test the view. Knowledge is also used to support the argument about
the provenance of the source and the response also picks up on the fact the source covers only the first year of Mary’s reign. The
final sentence reaches a judgement about the source in relation to the question. In dealing with B, the response again explains
the source in relation to the question and, as with A, uses contextual knowledge to support the comments about provenance.
This is developed further and there is an attempt to compare A and B. Source C is also explained in relation to the question and
contextual knowledge is used to evaluate the source. There is, at best, a limited attempt to deal with provenance, but the answer
does reach a judgement. Finally, in commenting on D, there is explanation of the view, detailed contextual knowledge is used and
the provenance is discussed. There is an overall judgement about the sources in relation to the question and this is, at least in part,
related back to their provenance and the application of contextual knowledge. The interim judgements help to take the response
into Level 6. It does not go higher as they needed to be developed;Print
in dealing
with C, provenance needed further comment and in
12/18/2018
Script
some instances further context would have been beneficial.

Exemplar 2 (Medium)

Level 4, 17 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph is very general and adds little to the actual answer. There is some explanation of Source A in relation to the
question, but there is only a limited amount of contextual knowledge used. However, there is some comment on the provenance,
but with both this and the contextual knowledge the response would benefit from greater depth. The response suggests that
Sources B, C and D share the same view. There is some comment about the provenance of B, but much of the focus is on explaining
the source in relation to the question. Similarly with Source C most of the focus is on explanation but there are some hints of
contextual knowledge being used to support the claims made and some use is also made of the provenance, but again neither of
these are well developed. Source D is also thoroughly explained and again there is some limited comment about the provenance,
but contextual knowledge is thin. The conclusion reinforces the views of each source in relation to the question but does not use
earlier attempted evaluation to reach a judgement about the sources. The focus of the response is explanation, but it just reaches
Level 4 as there is some use of provenance and contextual knowledge.
go higher there would need to be much greater depth of
8/21/2018
PrintTo
Script
both.

Exemplar 3 (Low)

Level 3, 14 marks
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph offers a view about the sources in relation to the question and there is a limited attempt to group them. The
response explains why Source A strongly supports the view in the question. The answer also considers the issue of provenance, but
comments about when the source was written are less clear as the source was not written when Mary was trying to take the throne.
The response explains the ways in which Source C can be used to support the view in the question but attempts to use contextual
knowledge over monasteries is wrong and the comments about the provenance of the source are limited and quite basic. Source B
is also explained in relation to the question, but again the use of contextual knowledge is confused as Wyatt’s rebellion did not take
place one year after the burnings started. The comments about the provenance of B are also very limited. There is some explanation
of Source D and comment about the provenance, but as with the all the sources there is confusion over knowledge with the source
written after Mary had died. The conclusion simply provides a summary of the sources. The response is placed in Level 3 as there
is explanation and limited comment about the provenance, however most of the contextual knowledge is inaccurate and this
undermines its use and prevents the response from going higher.
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Examiner commentary
The opening offers a very clear view about the issue in the question. The first main paragraph clearly explains Wolsey’s ability
and supports this with detailed knowledge about both his background and education. The answer shows a very good depth of
supporting detail, referring to his links with Fox and the peace party. This is well used to explain Wolsey’s skill in changing sides in
order to advance his career. The argument is further developed when the response deals with Wolsey’s ability to take advantage of
the opportunities offered by the 1514 expedition and the earlier removal of Henry VII’s officials. However, the argument also links this
to luck in suggesting that he was fortunate that the opportunity had presented itself. This is linked to Henry VIII wanting to distance
himself from his father. The argument is balanced as it makes the valid point that despite the opportunities Wolsey still had to be
successful in his organisation and this is made clear by reference to later failures. This point allows a further judgement to be reached
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Print Scriptand reinforces the links made in the earlier part of
as
to the importance of skill and success. The conclusion is particularly thorough
the response allowing the answer to reach Level 6. The depth of knowledge about issues such as Fox and the peace party show an
answer that is in command of the material.

Exemplar 2 (Medium)
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Examiner commentary
The opening raises a number of issues that might have helped bring Wolsey to power before offering a view that it was his ability
to please Henry that was crucial. There is some explanation of his ability with the response making reference to his degree from
Oxford at a young age. The response goes on to suggest that it was this ability that persuaded Henry to rely on him for advice, but
there is little precise support for this claim. Wolsey’s ability to please Henry through supporting his foreign policy, despite costs, is
also considered, but again there is a lack of precise support until Tournai and the Battle of the Spurs are mentioned. The answer
continues to make general points about Wolsey being an opportunist, but this is not well supported. The conclusion reinforces
the earlier view and does not reach a judgement as there is no real evidence to support the claim. The answer lacks real depth of
supporting knowledge but does show a grasp of the key elements that brought Wolsey to power. The references to his education
and foreign policy are sufficient to take the response into Level 4 but there would need to be much stronger support to go higher.
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Question 3
Exemplar 1 (High)
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Examiner commentary
The opening offers a number of reasons as to why Henry was at war with Scotland and France in the 1540s and states its view
as to the most important. Henry’s desire for military glory is thoroughly explained and it is argued that this remained a constant
throughout his reign and evidence of its significance to him is supported by reference to the damage taking Boulogne did to the
economy, allowing an interim judgement to be reached. In dealing with the importance of his alliance with Charles the response
again shows a good level of knowledge and its role is clearly explained. War with Scotland is also thoroughly explained and there
is evidence of good supporting detail of events through the period, allowing a judgement to be reached. The response is also able
to suggest that the break from Rome played a role in Henry’s decision as he feared a crusade from catholic powers. The answer
therefore considers a good range of reasons and explains each clearly and supports them with detailed knowledge. There are some
interim judgements and the final conclusion builds on this to produce a convincing argument taking the response into Level 6. To
reach the very top the interim judgements would need further development.

Exemplar 2 (Medium)
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Examiner commentary
The opening paragraph offers a view as to why Henry was at war, suggesting a desire for military success against old enemies.
Factors are explained, for example in the first main paragraph the response considers Henry’s desire for recognition as a major power.
This is developed in the second paragraph with a discussion about Henry’s desire for glory, which the response argues, was present
throughout his reign. The last point considered is Henry’s age and again this is well explained. The conclusion reaches a judgement
which is well developed and supported. The conclusion takes the response into Level 5, but it remains at the lower end as the level
of supporting knowledge through the essay, whilst being sound, would benefit from greater depth. The response has considered
three factors and explained their role and reached a supported judgement so is placed in Level 5.
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